2022-1 TECNI Cable & Rod Trellis Types Guide
Why use a cable trellis system?
The cable and fittings are manufactured from marine grade stainless
steel which makes them virtually maintenance free. They are visually
very attractive, extremely strong and highly functional.
The trellis pillars or on smaller systems the screw in vine eyes create a
gap between the wall or fence which promotes airflow and creepers and
climbers to climb more freely and attach more securely, often without the
need for ties.
Certain plants really need the support offered by a trellis and will not
climb without this support.

Trellis Support Pillar

Vine Eye

Cable and rod trellis systems are modular and can be changed as the
plant grows allowing the trellis to give support to the plant just where it is
needed.
Simple adjustment using an allen key is all that is required.
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Cable and Rod Trellis with modular fittings allowing adjustment

Tensioning the Cable
Tensioning the cable is achieved using tension fittings. These fittings
either use opposing Right Hand and Left Hand threads or a threaded
bolt to achieve the final tension in the cable.
There is no need to keep tensioning the cable once it becomes tight as
this puts unnecessary load into the system. Once the cable is tight, stop
tensioning.
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Examples of Tension Fittings

Rigging Screw

Tension Fitting with
Jaw

Hook/Eye
Turnbuckle

Small
Tension Fitting

Growing Climbing plants from pots
Large pots are a good idea for controlling and maintaining climbing
plants. The large pots retain moisture longer than small pots and
prevent the climber from getting out of control.
The climbing plants need a good amount of room to spread their roots so
don't go too small on the pot.
Planting and maintaining a Greenwall can be challenging so keeping the
climber in a pot and guiding it up a trellis system makes life much easier
for home gardens.
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Greenwall

Cable Trellis
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Using wire ties to help train and secure the plant
It's tempting to use the green twist wire from garden centres to attach
your plant to the trellis, but this wire is too thin and can damage or
deform the growing plant.
Use a thicker, annealed (stays in the shape you bend it) twist tie wire
with a soft PVC/Vinyl coating and your plant will really benefit.
An added benefit is that the stainless steel coated twist ties can be
reused year after year.

TECNI Annealed Stainless Strand Coated in Clear PVC Twist Tie
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Horizontal, Vertical or Grid Trellis?

Horizontal Cable Trellis

Vertical Cable Trellis

Grid Cable Trellis

This really depends on what you are trying to achieve.
Horizontal support wires are great for covering larger areas in rows
spaced about 300mm to 500mm apart. Plants can be trained along the
horizontal wires and can be attached to the next wire up as the plant
grows.
Horizontal support cables do require support pillars or vine eyes at a
more regular spacing as the cable is being side loaded and will be prone
to deflection.
Vertical wires are very strong as cables perform best when loaded
vertically. The vertical cables require less intermediate support from
pillars or vine eyes, approximately half the quantity of horizontal cables.
Grid Cable or Rod Trellis Systems require more planning than the other
two types but give the plants the most support. The vertical cables
provide the system with strength and the horizontal cable or rods give
the plant support and help to maintain the plant's shape.
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Grid trellis systems are particularly effective for creating privacy screens
between structures.
Rapid installation using multi purpose anchors
Using TECNI concrete/brick/wood anchor bolts means that you only
need to drill a 5mm (for M6 thread anchor bolt) or 6mm (for M8 thread
anchor bolt) hole in your structure.

Male Anchor Bolt

Female Anchor Bolt

The fittings do not require nylon wall plugs to install and they can easily
be removed after fitting.
These fittings mean that you can get your trellis installed quickly and
start training and enjoying your plants.
Trellis Frames
Steel Trellis Frames are a great way to train your climbing plant.
TECNI can custom manufacture these frames to your requirement.
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They can be supplied in plain steel or stainless steel and can be
powdered coated in a range of colour options to brighten up your
garden.
The stainless steel cables are tensioned in a ladder effect inside the
frame

Trellis frame with planter

Tension cable inside trellis frame
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Wire Mesh Panels
A great option for a rapid installation but a dependable treillis solution.

Stainless Steel Welded Mesh Panel

Benefits include the fact that the grid is already made in the mesh panel
and does not need measuring, the grid does not require tensioning, it is
a cost effective method for smaller areas and does not require many
fasteners to secure the panel.
Disadvantages is that you are restricted to the mesh size of the panel
which can be quite small and the panels become an expensive option
when covering larger areas.
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